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Abstract

This overview guide explains how to use Interaction Dialer's Advanced
Campaign Management features to configure a campaign to
automatically modify its behavior as conditions change.
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Campaign Groups

Suppose that you are designing a campaign that will call a different set of numbers when the time of day
changes to allow access to a different time zone. If so, you might create campaign groups for each time zone:
Eastern, Central, Mountain, and Pacific; and assign the Zone Set property to all the campaign groups. Then, in
each campaign group you would configure the Zone Set property with an appropriate value based on zone sets
that you created previously. For instance, you may have created the following zone sets: Eastern Only, Central
Only, Mountain Only, and Pacific Only.
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Who is Advanced Campaign Management designed
for?

If you are a Dialer 3.0 customer who is currently using the Workflow feature, the Advanced Campaign
Management feature will allow you to move up to Dialer 2018 and essentially take your Workflows with
you. More specifically, this new feature has been designed to replicate the structure and functionality of
Workflows using a new paradigm called Campaign Sequences.

If you are a current Dialer customer who upgraded from Dialer 3.0, where you used the Workflow feature
to manage your campaigns, you'll be able to use the Advanced Campaign Management feature to
reorganize your campaigns to function more like Workflows.

If you are a current Dialer customer who never used Dialer 3.0 or Workflows, then you'll want to take a
close look at the Advanced Campaign Management feature to determine if you might be able to improve
the efficiency of your campaigns by reorganizing them into Campaign Sequences.
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Campaign Sequences

Once you have created your individually configured Campaign Groups, you add them to a Campaign Sequence
in the order that you want them to run. As you do, you configure the condition, or activation, that you want to
use to transition from one Campaign Group to the next.

Continuing with our example, you might configure an event activation for the first Campaign Group and a time
activation for each of the other Campaign Groups. The event activation would be set to occur when the
campaign is started and the activation for the other Campaign Groups will be set to a time appropriate to each
time zone. Supposing that you are located in the Eastern time zone, the activation for the Eastern campaign
group could be set to Campaign Started, the activation for the Central Campaign Group could be set to 11:00
am, the activation for the Mountain Campaign Group could be set to 1:00 pm, and the activation for the Pacific
Campaign Group could be set to 4:00 pm.

Monitoring Campaign Sequences

Once you have configured and saved a Campaign Sequence, the Advanced Campaign Management feature
provides you with a set of tools you can use to keep an eye on the Campaign Sequence as it runs—transitioning
from group to group. At any point in time, you can check in on a running Campaign Sequence and immediately
identify what Campaign Group is currently active, what Campaign Group previously ran, and what Campaign
Group is up next. You will also find progress gauges that will help you to determine when the next transition will
occur.

A diagram view provides you with a global view of the entire Campaign Sequence. And, if unanticipated
conditions pop up at any time, you have the ability to initiate a manual transition to any group in the sequence.

While a Campaign Sequence is running, each transition that occurs is reported in Dialer Heath view as well as
recorded in log files. There are also reports that help you track and compile information on the operation of your
Campaign Sequences.
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How do I get Advanced Campaign Management?

Advanced Campaign Management is packaged as a Dialer Feature License, so all you have to do is obtain the
feature license and install it on your CIC server using the License Management tool in I nteraction
Administrator.

Once the Advanced Campaign Management feature license is installed, you'll find new tabs in Interaction
Administrator's Dialer Manager and new views in IC Business Manager's Interaction Supervisor.
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Can I control access to Advanced Campaign
Management?

Access to Advanced Campaign Management is specified through a set of security rights that allow you to
regulate the level of control a user can have over Campaign Groups and Campaign Sequences.

You can control whether a user can:

Create or modify a Campaign Group

Modify a Campaign Sequence

Manually transition a Campaign Group in a Campaign Sequence

Without these security rights, a user can only view existing Campaign Groups and Campaign Sequences.
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The Campaign Sequence Tab

When you install the Advanced Campaign Management Feature License, you'll have access to the Campaign
Sequence tab in Interaction Administrator > Dialer Manager. From here you can create and configure
Campaign Groups, establish a Campaign Sequence, specify activation triggers, and use the Campaign Diagram
to visualize the Campaign Sequence as you create it.

 

1. The Campaign Sequence tab appears in the Campaigns view.

2. You use the commands on this toolbar to create and configure Campaign Groups.

3. As you create Campaign Groups, they appear in the Campaign Groups section.

4. You use the commands on this toolbar to create and configure a Campaign Sequence.

5. The Campaign Sequence section shows the Campaign Groups in the order in which you
want them to run.
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Create and Configure Campaign Groups

You use the controls in the Campaign Groups panel to create and configure the Campaign Groups that you
want to add to your campaign Sequence.

1. Create a Campaign Group

2. Add any standard campaign property to the Campaign Group. You can add multiple properties to a
Campaign Group.

3. Set the value for the property.
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4. You can view and modify the campaign properties in the Campaign Groups section. All Campaign
Groups have the same set of properties but each individual property can have a different value.

5. Position Campaign Groups in the order you want them to run in the actual Campaign Sequence.

Create and Configure a Campaign Sequence

You can automatically generate a Campaign Sequence based on your Campaign Group arrangement and then
configure activation triggers as well as create additional transition paths between the groups. As you do, you
can use the Campaign Diagram to visualize how the Campaign Sequence will work as well as to track down
any potential problems in the flow.

You use activation types to trigger the transition from one Campaign Group to the next. There are three
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activation types to choose from:

A System Event activation type triggers a campaign transition when the selected events occur.

A Time activation type triggers a campaign transition when the configured moment in time occurs.

A statistic activation type triggers a campaign transition when the configured statistic occurs.
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Each Campaign Group in the sequence must have a parent group to maintain its transition path. As you
get more elaborate with your campaign sequence design, you may find that some groups in the
sequence need to have multiple parents.

Complex Campaign Sequence Example

This example shows how a complex Campaign Sequence might be configured. All three activation types are
used to drive the various campaign transitions and several of the Campaign Groups have two parents. You'll
also notice the use of the [Any] parent, which indicates that a campaign transition can come from any one of
several parent groups depending on which activation trigger occurs first.
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As you build a complex Campaign Sequence, the Campaign Diagram can help you visualize how it will work.

When you hover over any Campaign Group node in the diagram, color coding shows you at a glance where
each item would be in the sequence.

Blue shows what would be the current campaign sequence item.

Green shows what would be the previous campaign sequence items.

Yellow shows what would be the pending campaign sequence items.

When you hover over any arrow that connects Campaign Groups, a tooltip shows you the activation type that
will trigger that campaign transition.
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Dialer Campaign Sequence Details View

When you install the Advanced Campaign Management Feature License you'll have access to the Dialer
Campaign Sequence Details view in IC Business Manager. From here, you can closely monitor all facets of the
Campaign Sequence in real time. When a campaign transitions occurs, the screen will momentarily blank out
and then display the updated state of the Campaign Sequence.

 

1. Statistics at the top of the view are updated in real-time to indicate the performance of the currently
running Campaign Group.

2. The Pending Campaign Sequence Items section shows you all Campaign Groups that have the potential
to run next.

3. The Campaign Groups section contains the Sequence Configuration and Sequence Diagram tabs that
provide you with mechanisms for monitoring the progression of the running Campaign Sequence in real-
time.

Tracking Pending Campaign Sequence Items

1. Campaign Groups that have the potential to be the next active group in the sequence are listed in the
order specified in the Campaign Sequence.
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2. Each Campaign Group's assigned Activation Type is shown for easy reference.

3. The configured activation is shown in detail to help you identify what could potentially trigger the next
activation.

4. Various progress gauges provide you with an approximation of when the associated activation will
trigger a transition to that Campaign Group.

Statistic and Event progress gauges use a floating arrow head, which can move both forward and
backward depending on circumstances within the currently running campaign sequence.

Time Activation progress gauges use a bar that always moves forward as the current time
approaches the time specified as the moment of activation.

5. At any point in time you can perform a manual transition. Just right-click on the Campaign Group you
want to make the active one and select Transition Campaign.

NOTE: We use the term approximation when discussing progress gauges because a variety of
circumstances within the campaign can influence the actual progress. For example, while it appears
that Mountain will be the next active Campaign Group, the Recycle Size could drop below 50 before
1:00 PM causing E/C Work to become the next active Campaign Group.

Monitor Campaign Transitions

1. The Campaign Groups section header provides a legend for the color coding used to identify the current
state of the Campaign Groups shown on the Sequence Configuration and Sequence Diagram tabs.
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2. The Sequence Configuration tab provides a real-time display of the Campaign Sequence as it is running.
It also provides a complete list of all campaign properties and the associated values.

3. The Sequence Diagram tab also provides a real-time display of the Campaign Sequence as it is running.
And, just like the diagram in Dialer Manager, you can hover over any Campaign Group node in the
diagram and the color coding changes to show you how the Campaign Sequence will play out when
different Campaign Groups are active in the sequence.

4. Each Campaign Group transition is recorded in Dialer Health view in the Dialer History Messages section
and includes detailed information about what caused the transition and when it occurred.
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5. When creating the Best Time to Call report or the Call Answer Distribution report, you'll find a filter that
allows you to isolate data pertaining to Campaign Groups.
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Change Log

Date Description

12-Decmeber-2017 Added this Change Log.

14-March-2018 Updated cover page to indicate 2018 R3 release.

14-March-2018 Updated cover page to indicate 2018 R4 release.
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